
Snapshot Report
How To Become More Local



What is the Snapshot Report?

Our Snapshot Report is an award-winning 
marketing needs assessment that arms Local 
Business Owners with automated insights 
into their online performance. 

We use the Snapshot Report to start 
conversations with Local Business owners, 
highlight gaps in their marketing, and 
propose optimal solutions. 



Overall Score

Your Overall Score indicates how well your digital marketing is performing in comparison to other 
Local Businesses in the same industry. There’s no pass / fail here—a business should strive to be as 
close to 100% as possible. 

Whether your Local Business scores an A or an F, there’s plenty of work to be done!



LocalListings



Listings

The Snapshot Report aggregates data from over 70 directories to show you:

● Number of listings
● Accuracy of listings
● Missing sites

Local Businesses need accurate listings 
on many directories to ensure that 
customers can find them online. 

Put your Local Business on the map 
with an abundance of accurate listings. 



Listing Presence

A strong listing presence improves Local Business search ranking and makes them discoverable. 
Without online listings, your Local Business will lose customers to competitors.

+ If the grade is high, it’s important to 
keep it that way! Listing Distribution 
can ensure that your Local Business 
listings remain present online. 

- If the grade is low, it’s Listing 
Distribution and Reputation 
Management to the rescue! Listing 
Distribution can create and distribute 
listings across major sources. 
Reputation Management will display 
which listings are missing.



LocalReviews



Reviews
The Snapshot Report aggregates data from 
over 30 customer review sites to highlight: 

● Number of reviews
● Recency of reviews
● Average score

Local businesses must continually collect 
fresh reviews and strive for 5–star ratings 
to establish trust and credibility. Help your 
Local Business make a stellar first 
impression.



+ If the grade is high, congratulate yourself on your hard work in earning a solid reputation! 

- If the grade is low, WE can help! We offer Reputation Management to reveal where the 
negative sentiment is coming from. Positive reviews can easily be displayed on your website, 
whereas negative reviews can be dealt with privately. 

Selling Reviews



Social Media



Social Media
The Snapshot Report investigates a business’s social media presence:

● Facebook: Likes, Average Posts/Month, Average Likes/Post, Average Shares/Post
● Twitter: Followers, Following, Tweets*

● Instagram: Followers, Posts*

Social channels can help Local Businesses grow their fan base and turn online leads into raving 
customers. Every day, millions of consumers declare their buying intentions on social media. 
Local Businesses must keep their followers engaged to grow their audience and build brand loyalty. 

* Total number



Selling Social
+ If the grade is high, your Local Business is 

off to a great start! However, managing 
multiple social networks is difficult and 
time-consuming. Social Marketing is an 
easy way for your Local Business to 
continue to build their social presence 
and find new leads.

- If the grade is low, you need to move 
your Local Business to the 21st century 
where customer service lives online! With 
Social Marketing, you can manage 
customer activity in a single feed, 
respond to customers straight from the 
feed, and track every interaction.



Your Website



Website
The Snapshot Report leverages 
Google PageSpeed Insights to assess 
your Local Business website. 

The Website section looks at:

● Mobile responsiveness
● Desktop load speed
● Homepage content



Website Performance Metrics
Your Local Business website loading speed is critical. There are a variety of factors that affect this 
performance. 

Using PageSpeed Insights, we assess whether your prospect’s website meets Google’s expectations 
for page speed. We then display recommendations for issues to fix.

● Should Fix: Rules that failed PageSpeed Insight’s tests. 
You should fix these immediately. 

● Consider Fixing: Rules that passed PageSpeed Insight’s 
tests, but could use improvement. You might consider 
fixing these issues, but they’re not necessarily critical.

● Passed Rules: Rules that passed PageSpeed Insight’s tests. 



Digital Advertising



Recommended Keywords
What is the opportunity?
This section identifies the top five keywords for 
your Local Business, based on content 
gathered from their website and location. 

The report shows the average CPC for these 
keywords. It also displays the potential results 
of running a dedicated ad campaign over one 
month that focuses on these keywords. 



Campaign Performance
We show our clients how their advertising stacks up against their competitors:

     Overlap: How similar your Local Business campaigns are to their competitors, based on common keywords. 

     Keywords: The number of paid ads you and your competitors have purchased in the most recent month.

     Clicks: The estimated number of clicks you prospect and your competitors get from all their paid keywords. 

     Budget: The estimated Google AdWords spend for you and your competitors in the last month.

Your Local 
BusinessYour 

competitors



SEO



SEO Insights
The Snapshot Report provides valuable insights on how your Local Business SEO stacks up against 
your competitors. The SEO section assesses SEO in two areas:

● Organic Keyword Performance: Compares your keyword performance against your top 
competitors. 

● Organic Keyword Ranking: Assesses the top keywords that consumers are using to search for 
your products or services.



Organic Keyword Ranking
The report highlights to top five keywords that your Local Business is ranking within their business 
category. For each keyword, the report highlights:

          Competitiveness: How difficult it is to appear in the top Google Search results. 

          Rank: The position of your website in Google Search.

          Local Searches: The estimated number of searches per month in your country. 

          Global Searches: The estimated number of searches per month across Google.


